Abstract: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) has developed multiple variants, one of which is Distributed Reflective Denial of Service (DRDoS). With the increasing number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, the threat of DRDoS attack is growing, and the damage of a DRDoS attack is more destructive than other types. The existing DDoS detection methods cannot be generalized in DRDoS early detection, which leads to heavy load or degradation of service when deployed at the final point. In this paper, we propose a DRDoS detection and defense method based on deep forest model (DDDF), and then we integrate differentiated service into defense model to filter out DRDoS attack flow. Firstly, from the statistics perspective on different stages of DRDoS attack flow in the big data environment, we extract a host-based DRDoS threat index (HDTI) from the network flows. Secondly, using the HDTI feature we build a DRDoS detection and defense model based on the deep forest, which consists of 1 extreme gradient boost (XGBoost) forest estimator, 2 random forest estimators, and 2 extra random forest estimators in each layer. Lastly, the differentiated service procedure applies the detection result from DDDF to drop the traffic identified in different stages and different detection points. Theoretical analysis and experiments show that the method we proposed can effectively identify DRDoS attack with higher detection rate and a lower false alarm rate, the defense model also shows distinguishing ability to effectively eliminate the DRDoS attack flows, and dramatically mitigate the damage of a DRDoS attack.
Introduction
The service providers, security practitioners are struggling to eliminate numerous information security threats that against modern organizations in the era of big data. With the rapid development of network-based systems and lower marginal cost of learning skills about cyber-attacks, it is totally foreseeable that the number, the frequency and the magnitude of the attacks, will grow faster than ever. On 28 February 2018, GitHub's code hosting website was hit with the largest-ever DDoS attack that peaked at recorded 1.35 Tbps, and the most sustained DDoS attack lasted 297 h in the first quarter of this year, according to the report from Kaspersky lab [1] . One out of many DRDoS methods is that the attackers send request packets to many open domain name servers (DNS) or network time protocol (NTP) servers with source IP set as intended victim's IP, then those servers respond to the intended victim, which amplifies the effect of the attack. According to Cloudflare [2] , attacker with a single 87 Mbps source server achieved 400 Gbps attack flow via DRDoS attack method. The attack flow is nearly 5000 times amplified with only a single source. By injecting a huge number of worthless neighbors, every network node can monitor itself, and therefore the decisions are provided separately within the system; as for the fusion-based detection, the method focused on the global information, making the decisions in variable ways [23] [24] [25] . With processor centered collecting all of the data from every node, the decision can be made from fused information.
For wireless differentiated service, S. Rajeev, S. N. Sivanandam, P. Pradeep et al., had proposed a new authentication protocol "Distributed Substring Authentication Protocol (DSAP)" with a database of user authentication information at the Wireless Service Provider [26] . David Black from EMC and Paul Jones from SISCO described the interaction between differentiated services network quality-of-service (QoS) functionality and the efficiency of real-time network communication, with communication based on the real-time transport protocol (RTP) [27] . In their model, the diffserv was based on network nodes applying different forwarding treatments to packets with those IP headers were marked with different Diffserv Codepoints (DSCPs). By Vishal V. Mahale et al., a co-operative cross layer mechanism for mitigation of DDoS attack was introduced [28] . In their consideration, to enhance the overall reliability against DDoS attacks, a combination of Device-Driver Packet Filter and Remote Firewall were a solution as a cross-layer approach in their model. Łukasz Apiecionek et al., brought an overview of the quality of service method as a DDoS protection tool, proposing QoS features method attached to a DDoS attack model for development purposes [29] .
However, these years, due to the proliferation of new attack strategies such as Slowloris attacks and DRDoS attacks, the interest in defending against complicated DDoS attacks has been increased. Georgios et al., developed a fair solution for DNS amplification attacks, which is a one-to-one mapping of DNS requests and responses and could achieve spoof detection/prevention [30] . Marios et al., they focused on the DNSSEC-powered amplification attack and they proposed some measures such as source validation, disable open recursion, detection of DNS amplification and DNS Response Rate Limiting for improving detection [31] . Jing Li et al., they proposed a verifiable chebyshev maps-based chaotic encryption schemes with outsourcing computations in the cloud/fog scenarios [32] . Jin Li, Xiaofeng Chen and Sherman S. M. Chow proposed multi-authority fine-grained access control with accountability approach for cloud computing [33] . A privacy-preserving naive bayesian classifier, secure against the substitution-then-comparison attack, was presented by Chong-zhi Gao, Qiong Cheng, and Pei He [34] ; we could adapt the privacy-preserving technique into our method in the future. The technique presented in L-EncDB also uses privacy-preserving technique [35] . Tong Li, Jin Li, and Zheli Liu proposed a differentially private naive bayesian learning over multiple data sources [36] . We could apply this technique into our method because there are very likely multiply data sources in the big data environment. There is a GMM and CNN hybrid method proposed by Zheli Liu, Zhendong Wu, and Tong Li for short utterance speaker recognition [37] ; the method can be adapted in the future model in our method. To detect malware in Android, Jin Li, Lichao Sun, and Qiben Yan presented a machine learning-based significant permission identification [38] , some ideas insides their work could be adapted in the future model. Ya Li, Guangrun Wang, and Lin Nie proposed a distance metric optimization for convolutional neural network when doing the age invariant face recognition [39] ; the distance metric optimization could be applied in our method. We could further use the cloud-aided techniques, as presented by Jian Shen, Ziyuan Gui, and Sai Ji [40] .
In order to provide an open environment for researchers to study different types of DDoS attacks, Christian Rossow started an AmpPot Project back in 2014 [41] . The project offered a honeypot that acts as an amplifier. Rossow et al., used the data collected by those AmpPot deployments across the world to measure, analyze, and display new patterns about the victims under DRDoS attacks, and the effort had been confirmed by other independent researches [42, 43] . For Internet service providers (ISP), Michael Aupetit, Yury Zhauniarovich, and Giorgos Vasiliadis et al., systematically presented a visualization tool that helps technicians with an ISP to understand the amount of resources wasted due to a DRDoS attack [44, 45] . The tool they created could also simulate the efficiency and the implication of various mitigation strategies that are available to ISPs against such attacks [46] .
And another finding about DRDoS attacks was that, those attacks were firstly perpetrated against Internet gamers, as a form of cheating or for financial gain [47, 48] .
As a succession consequence, it is clear that there is a large fraction of victims are end-users, who cannot afford the commercial anti-DRDoS services at present. Traditional methods about detecting DRDoS attacks based on information metrics. Boosted by the growing of network-based services and devices on networks, the features of big data questioned existing solutions on internet security. With the development of data-mining and machine-learning, scholars and researchers were able to analyze, detect and defense DDoS attacks by extracting features throughout network flows, enabling low margin cost assembling models with enormous data in the big data environment. However, these approaches can't evaluate or repel DRDoS attacks effectively, since the potential cost and overall time consuming is high.
According to the real DRDoS attack record on the Internet, there was a DNS DRDoS targeted Spamhaus used 30,956 open DNS servers, and the attack flow reached 300 Gbps. For comparison, the largest NTP DRDoS attack flow was 400 Gbps with 4529 NTP servers. Liu, Li and Wei et al., proposed the SF-DRDoS attack, which used the peer-to-peer network such as Kad and BT-DHT. The SF-DRDoS attack could further push the amplification as large as 2400 [49] , making it one of the most destructive attacks in the net. For comparison, we conducted a more destructive DRDoS attack which utilizes Memcached service, which could achieves 50,000 times amplification. We'll detail this real-world experiment in Section 5.
Analysis of General Type DRDoS Attack
The purpose of security detection is detecting the attacks with high efficiency, high reliability and low cost, by implementing accessible, available and applicable detection mechanisms. Currently, the security detection can be classified as host-based security detection and fusion-based security detection. For the host-based detection, using local information collected from the node or its neighbors, every network node can monitor itself, and therefore the decisions can be provided separately within the system; as for the fusion-based detection, the method is focused on the global information, to make the decisions in variable ways.
Based on the theory and our consideration, this paper is going to focus on host-based detection, as every node could respond to the suspicious network flow independently and efficiently. The features our detection implementation needs are from request packets and response packets passing through each node.
The UDP amplification attack is one out of many DRDoS attack methods, it begins with a server controlled by an attacker allowing IP address spoofing. Attackers would send request packets to many open DNS or NTP servers with source IP set as the intended victim's IP. And for DNS DRDoS attack, attackers could set a very long text DNS record on that server, when the request packet reached the DNS server, DNS server will send response packets with extra-long records, which leads to the UDP amplification. For the NTP DRDoS attack, the attacker would use a command named MONLIST. When an NTP server received the request packet with this command, this server will respond up to 600 IP addresses recently accessed to. If there is such an NTP server on the attack path, the responding packet of that server will be around 206 times bigger than the request packet. Figure 1 shows a possible means of conducting a DRDoS attack.
Because the UDP protocol lacks authentication and is stateless, the attacker could easily spoof the source IP address in the request packets. With the high variety of devices in the network nowadays, attackers can launch a valid DRDoS attack using not only numerous DNS/NTP servers but also enormous Internet of Things (IoT) devices. In fact, the most destructive DRDoS attacks around these years are tending to use billions of IoT devices instead of zombie computers [50] . Especially, compared with regular terminals and computers, the IoT devices other than the form of terminals, such as civilian cameras and vending machines, are regarded as less maintained, updated, or patched, leading them vulnerable as the projector of the DRDoS attacks nowadays and in the future. Due to the specifications and technique features, this paper will discuss DRDoS attacks on DNS protocols as the main point, whereas the methodology can also be put into other scenarios with other protocols. 
IP Layer
At this layer, an IP packet consists of a source IP and a destination IP. One of the most commonly used means for attackers to hide themselves is IP spoofing. With this trick, attackers could fabricate any source IP in the packet, which makes it harder to trace down the real attackers. Meanwhile, attackers could control many zombie computers, webcams or DVRs to initiate a DRDoS attack. Both means would result in the changes of the distribution of the source IP, especially the former scheme.
When an attacker initiates a DRDoS attack, the router near to the attacker would be able to detect massive unique source IPs, and merely a few destination IP addresses, which shows a one-to-many relationship. Also, the many-to-one relationship can be witnessed near the victim's side. These could be used as a feature value in our proposed method, as detailed description as follows.
Transport Layer
There are normally TCP packet and UDP packet in the transport layer, and in this paper, we mainly focus on UDP protocol since DNS and NTP are both designed using UDP. Other types of DRDoS attack could be easily adapted to the same method.
During the DRDoS attack, the number of request packets sent per second is unusually large near the attacker side. This leads to high bandwidth usage and the wide distribution of the source port being occupied. Correspondingly, on the way from the reflectors to the victim, the high bandwidth can still be observed, whereas the wide distribution of the destination port can be seen.
Suppose there is a successful attack and the attacker is launching a typical DRDoS attack with IP Spoofing; by the theory, we can assume a huge stream of service request packers showing a oneto-many relationship witnessed in the nodes near the attacker's side. After the attacking stream got amplified and pointed towards the victim, a blast to the number of response packets showing a manyto-one relationship can be detected, and the length of these packets could be very huge, as the bandwidth they took is directly related to the effectiveness of an attack.
The Proposed Method
To construct a valid detection and defense methods meets the needs of the big data environment, we will face two main issues. The first issue is the availability. Since the fast growing devices are 
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Suppose there is a successful attack and the attacker is launching a typical DRDoS attack with IP Spoofing; by the theory, we can assume a huge stream of service request packers showing a one-to-many relationship witnessed in the nodes near the attacker's side. After the attacking stream got amplified and pointed towards the victim, a blast to the number of response packets showing a many-to-one relationship can be detected, and the length of these packets could be very huge, as the bandwidth they took is directly related to the effectiveness of an attack.
The Proposed Method
To construct a valid detection and defense methods meets the needs of the big data environment, we will face two main issues. The first issue is the availability. Since the fast growing devices are attached to the network, the distribution and variation of devices are no longer dominated with regular computers such as terminals, servers or routers; instead, the nodes in a network are generally being occupied by IoT devices, such as civilian camera, vending machines, even advertisement show boards. Nowadays, those devices plugged into the net are becoming the biggest part of the nodes in a network, and these devices can be used by attackers easily with rather low cost, compared with regular methodology using zombie machines. For the method can be fit into this situation, and can be deployed on every kind of node, we should pick the features as basic as possible. The second issue we are facing is time complexity. With the high velocity, volume of data flowing in the network waiting to be processed, the detection algorithm must be efficiently enough to handle the large amount of data.
Extract Features at Different Layers
Given a network flow A with n sample packets to be detected, we define each packet as the standard packet at the 3rd layer of the OSI reference model, i.e., they are IP packets. And normally, underneath the IP layer, the payload should be either TCP or UDP packet. And step further, here comes the application layer, for example, DNS, or NTP, as shown in Figure 2 .
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We define each IP packet as IP = ( , , , , ), where we define as the source IP, as the destination IP, as the source port, as the destination port, and as the payload, i.e., application layer packet, of . We will take Δ as the parameter for sampling time. And we define vulnerable service (for example, DNS, NTP, UPnP, BT-DHT et al.) for DRDoS as VSD.
In each sample interval, we merge all the source IP and destination IP into one single set . And we suggested extracting features for the -th IP in the set by ( , , ,
represents the amount of request packets of VSDs by the -th source IP through the node in a fixed period of time;
is the volume per unit time of these VSD request packets with the -th source IP, and represents the number of unique port numbers of these packets going through from -th source IP;
represents the amount of response packets to the destination IP through current node in a fixed period of time;
is the volume per unit time of these response packets with the -th destination IP; also, represents the number of unique port numbers of those packets designated to each destination IP. We define each IP packet as IP i = (S i , D i , T i , P si , P di ), where we define S i as the source IP, D i as the destination IP, P si as the source port, P di as the destination port, and T i as the payload, i.e., application layer packet, of IP i . We will take ∆t as the parameter for sampling time. And we define vulnerable service (for example, DNS, NTP, UPnP, BT-DHT et al.,) for DRDoS as VSD.
In each sample interval, we merge all the source IP and destination IP into one single set M.
And we suggested extracting features for the k-th IP in the set M by C qk , V qk , P qk , C rk , V rk , P rk . C qk represents the amount of request packets of VSDs by the k-th source IP through the node in a fixed period of time; V qk is the volume per unit time of these VSD request packets with the k-th source IP, and P qk represents the number of unique port numbers of these packets going through from k-th source IP; C rk represents the amount of response packets to the destination IP through current node in a fixed period of time; V rk is the volume per unit time of these response packets with the k-th destination IP; also, P rk represents the number of unique port numbers of those packets designated to each destination IP. These features are going to be calculated for each IP in each sample interval, as follows: 
At the end of each sample interval, we calculate the amount of request and response packets respectively for each IP.
2.
For request and response packets, we calculate the volume per unit time of these packets with the same source IP and destination IP separately. We define the length of each packet as L i , and for request packets, we use a dictionary Q q with source IP as its key, the corresponding total length from that source IP as its value. Meanwhile, for the response packet, a dictionary Q r is defined with destination IP as its key.
Then we could calculate the volume per unit time for each IP in M as Equations (5) and (6).
An abnormally gigantic value of V qk shows that there's possibly a DRDoS attack, because some VSD requires a larger size of request packets to gain more amplification for response flow from reflectors, thus we extract this basic feature from the request packets to VSD. And for V rk , it is obviously that this is the key point of the DRDoS attack. If V rk is an abnormally large value, it indicates that this M k is under DRDoS attack. 3. Because each IP packet occupies one source or one destination port of a machine at a time, we are also taking the amount of ports into consideration. Likely, we use a dictionary J q with source IP as its key, the corresponding value J q [S k ] is a set which represents the unique source port from S k . Meanwhile, for the response packet, a dictionary J r is defined similarly.
Then we could calculate P qk and P rk as Equations (8) and (9).
We use P qk and P rk as another two basic features in the HDTI, because when attacker initiate the DRDoS attack, and to make the DRDoS attack effective and valid, the attacker would send request packets to VSD as much as possible, which leads to that there are many request packets been sent the same time, and each packet requires a unique source port number, thus the P qk would be an abnormally large number. And based on the principles of TCP/IP, a response packet's destination port number is the same source port number of the corresponding request packet, which suggests that P rk would be an abnormally large number as well if M k is under DRDoS attack.
Analysis of the Feature Value
We characterized each part of the proposed six-tuple feature value with real-world observation to explain why it is effective for both detection and defense.
As for a destructive DRDoS attack, when the attacker launched the initial packets to the reflectors, an obvious growth in C q can be witnessed; also, as for the request of the amount for reflectors, in a fixed sampling time, the amount of occupied ports on victim's source IP can be expanded fast. As for the volume per unit time V q , the growth of the amount may not explode rapidly, but the anomaly can be still visible than normal dataflow.
For the path after reflectors to the victim, a blast of C r and B r can be seen. Because of the request packets, the response packets' destination ports of the intended victim would show a uniformed distribution. Alongside with the attack path, the attack flow should be accumulated, which leads to a rapid growth in each component. Based on the phenomena during different stages of a DRDoS attack, the validity on the feature components can be discussed into three situations.
1.
Attack Source. A relatively abnormal growth among C q , V q and P q can be observed. By applying the features to the deep forest's classifier, we would be able to detect the upstream of the attack flow. With the result from the classifier, we can drop those upstream packets before they can reach to the reflectors using differentiated service, in case of reducing the number of the abnormal packets to reflectors. 2.
Intended Victim. An abnormally enormous value among C r , V r and P r can be observed. Moreover, the closer to the intended victim, the larger these components extracted in the nodes are, as the attack flow clustering from reflectors to the intended victim. As an answer to this situation, the detection mechanism using random forest deployed on the intended victim's side could alert and activate defense moves by eliminating the downstream of the attack flow towards the intended victim.
Symmetry 2019, 11, 78 9 of 22 3 . Internal Nodes in the Internet. The nodes in the internet can obtain both upstream from attack flow and send downstream attack flow, which means that both streams can be observed and extracted. We are calling the flow with these features mentioned as mixed upstream and downstream (MUD). When attack flow lies in the MUD, we can still recognize the threats by classifying this with normal flow with random forest, and initiate differentiated service to drop the attack packets, so that the attack flow could be reduced, and the network load could be relieved.
Given the consideration and assumptions above, we can classify the feature proposed into 4 classes illustrated in Figure 3 . We defined 0 as a relatively low value, and 1 stands for a relatively large value in the corresponding position in the 6-tuple feature C qk , V qk , P qk , C rk , V rk , P rk .
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With the definitions above, the status for any node in a network where under potential threat of a DRDoS attack could be revealed by our proposed detection method, and an efficient defense method could be deployed upon any node in the Internet. 
Deep Forest Based DRDoS Detection and Defense Method
With features gathered from the network flow based on our proposed method above, a valid deep forest model can be trained by HDTI in order to determine if a certain IP was under a DRDoS attack. If the model classified the IP is under threat, i.e., downstream, upstream or MUD type, the differentiated service procedure will be introduced and activated to achieve the elimination of DRDoS attack flow in early, middle and post stages.
Detection Model. To implement this, firstly, we gathered the 6-tuple feature, HDTI, by online sampling from normal network flow and DRDoS simulation. The normal network flow contains the packets of VSD. And because there is no public available dataset of DRDoS attack, we simulated DRDoS attack. Then we take 30 s of normal network and 30 s of DRDoS attack to form a 60-s training set for the deep forest modeling. The model of our deep forest contains 5 estimators, including an XGBoost classifier, 2 random forest classifiers and 2 completely-random tree forest classifiers, as shown in Figure 4 .
The XGBoost classifier could be described as follows. The basic component of a boosted tree is regression tree, or classification and regression trees (CART). A CART will assign attributes to each leaf, and there is a real value score associated with that leaf. However, we can't make effective With the definitions above, the status for any node in a network where under potential threat of a DRDoS attack could be revealed by our proposed detection method, and an efficient defense method could be deployed upon any node in the Internet.
value and the 6-dimensional input feature value to form a 26-dimensional augmented feature value. And the 26-dimensional augmented feature value will be used as the input feature value for the second layer, similar training procedure will be processed until there is no significant performance gain. Therefore the number of the layer could be automatically chosen, which enhances the adaptivity of the model, making it applicable to different scales of data and deploy at any node in the network in big data environment. Defense Model. Within the trained deep forest model, we could identify the type for each IP in the network flow which needs detection, and make corresponding process against different attack packets by differentiated service. The basic idea can be describe as this: If an IP address was identified as normal, then we let all corresponding packets go through. If the IP address was identified as upstream, then we will filter abnormal vulnerable service request packets with source IP declared from that one, which achieves early stage DRDoS attack elimination. When the IP address was classified as downstream, we could filter all related abnormal vulnerable service response packets sending to that IP for post stage DRDoS attack elimination. Whereas the IP address was identified as MUD, then we filter both abnormal request and response packets of the corresponding vulnerable service for that IP.
In the actual setting up of the defense method, to make the differentiated service wise enough, in other words, demolishing attacks where letting normal network flow, a set of applicable thresholds should be applied. We define both VSD request and response packet that exceeded the thresholds as abnormal packets. And if an IP was classified as MUD, then we will tag it as both upstream and downstream. The differentiated service will drop an abnormal packet when the following condition meets.
1. If the source IP of an abnormal VSD request packet was identified as upstream, the differentiated service drops it.
2. If an abnormal VSD response packet with its destination IP identified as downstream, it would be also getting filtered.
To get a set of applicable thresholds , we could learn from the normal and legitimated corresponding VSD request and response packets separately with the statistics method applied. And in real-world, experts could change their experience into empirically rules for identifying whether a packet is abnormal of not.
In this paper, the packet length is used as one of the rules in the threshold set . We learnt from the dataset and calculated the observed max and min length of legitimated VSD request and response The XGBoost classifier could be described as follows. The basic component of a boosted tree is regression tree, or classification and regression trees (CART). A CART will assign attributes to each leaf, and there is a real value score associated with that leaf. However, we can't make effective prediction only using CART, thus a stronger model named tree ensemble was proposed, and the tree ensemble model could be written as Equation (10) .
where the f k belongs to the function space F , and F is the set of all regression trees. And we can write the object function as Equation (11) .
As for the additive training of the XGBoost tree, we will choose a function f t () to minimize the value of object function Obj.
And the Ω(
where T is the number of leaves, and w j is the weight of j-th leaf. Then we could regroup the objective by each leaf. The result is the sum of T independent quadratic functions.
Assume the structure q of the tree is fixed, then we could solve the best w * j = − And XGBoost tree defines the gain as Equation (14) . Essentially, it's the score of left child plus the score of right child then minus the score if we do not split, and finally, minus the complexity cost by introducing additional leaf. Now, we could do a left to right linear scan on the sorted instance, and we can obtain the best split along the feature.
As for the random forest, firstly, it also utilizes CART as the weak learner. Secondly, it optimized the basic decision tree. It randomly selects a sub part of the features on the node, the number of randomly selected feature obeys n sub < n. Then it decides the best split given the n sub features.
The input of a random forest is D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), · · · , (x m , y m )}, and T represents the iteration rounds of weak classifier. The output of a random forest is a strong classifier f (x). For any t = 1, 2, · · · , T, the algorithm of random forest will
1.
Sample the train set m times, obtaining the sampling set consists of m sample.
2.
Train the t-th model of decision tree G t (x) with randomly selecting n sub features.
3.
The most voted class of T weak learners will be selected as the final prediction.
As for the extra trees, it's a variant of random forest, there're only 2 minor differs between them. Firstly, the random forest utilizes bootstrap for sampling the train set, whereas the extra trees use the original input as the train set. Secondly, after randomly selected n sub features, the random forest will decide the best split based on information gain, Gini, or mean square error. However, the extra trees is way more radical, it randomly select a value for splitting the features. Although the randomly selected value will cause the increment of the tree, the ability of generalization is enhanced in extra trees.
The input feature value HDTI is a 6-dimensional feature value. And when feed into the first layer, each estimator outputs the initial classification result, which is a 4-dimensional vector. The results in first layer would produce a 20-dimensional feature value, then we concatenate the 20-dimensional feature value and the 6-dimensional input feature value to form a 26-dimensional augmented feature value. And the 26-dimensional augmented feature value will be used as the input feature value for the second layer, similar training procedure will be processed until there is no significant performance gain. Therefore the number of the layer could be automatically chosen, which enhances the adaptivity of the model, making it applicable to different scales of data and deploy at any node in the network in big data environment.
Defense Model. Within the trained deep forest model, we could identify the type for each IP in the network flow which needs detection, and make corresponding process against different attack packets by differentiated service. The basic idea can be describe as this: If an IP address was identified as normal, then we let all corresponding packets go through. If the IP address was identified as upstream, then we will filter abnormal vulnerable service request packets with source IP declared from that one, which achieves early stage DRDoS attack elimination. When the IP address was classified as downstream, we could filter all related abnormal vulnerable service response packets sending to that IP for post stage DRDoS attack elimination. Whereas the IP address was identified as MUD, then we filter both abnormal request and response packets of the corresponding vulnerable service for that IP.
In the actual setting up of the defense method, to make the differentiated service wise enough, in other words, demolishing attacks where letting normal network flow, a set of applicable thresholds H should be applied. We define both VSD request and response packet that exceeded the thresholds H as abnormal packets. And if an IP was classified as MUD, then we will tag it as both upstream and downstream. The differentiated service will drop an abnormal packet when the following condition meets.
1.
If the source IP of an abnormal VSD request packet was identified as upstream, the differentiated service drops it. To get a set of applicable thresholds H, we could learn from the normal and legitimated corresponding VSD request and response packets separately with the statistics method applied. And in real-world, experts could change their experience into empirically rules for identifying whether a packet is abnormal of not.
In this paper, the packet length is used as one of the rules in the threshold set H. We learnt from the dataset and calculated the observed max and min length of legitimated VSD request and response packets respectively. We use G q , L q as the max and min length of a legitimated VSD request packets, and correspondingly, G r , L r denote the max and min length of a legitimated VSD response packets. We calculate the upper bound of the request and response packet length as U q = G q + G q − L q and U r = G r + (G r − L r ). Then we could define the rules for VSD request and response packets as below.
Whether the VSD request packet length L i exceeds U q or not.
And for the demonstration of empirically rules, we also add one rule for VSD response packet. This rule is used for avoiding the fluctuation of the normal network flow.
2.
We use a dictionary Z to store the total filtered length of destination IP M k . If the VSD response packet length L i exceeds U r , then check whether the total transferred length Z[M k ] of the corresponding IP exceeds 5U r .
With the rule set H defined, we could transform the rules in H into the conjunctive normal form (CNF). A CNF is the conjecture of many disjunctive expressions. We define the following atomic propositions.
Thus the final CNF of the defined rule set H could be represented as Equation (18) A :
Therefore the formalization of the defense method can be described as Equation (19) .
The procedure of the deep forest based detection and defense method is shown in pseudo code in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Deep Forest based DRDoS Detection and Defense

Input:
Training network flow A, network flow V to be detected, rule set H 1:
Extract HDTi features from A with Equations (2), (4) and (6) 
Dataset and Assessment Criterions
Our experiment was based on the WRCCDC 2018 [51] , which contains a small company with more than 50 users, 7 to 10 servers, and common Internet services such as a web server, a mail server, and an e-commerce site. We trained our model with different ∆t = [0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0] seconds, and the proposed method successfully distinguished normal flow and DRDoS flow as shown in Figure 3 . Besides the basic DRDoS detection, the differentiated service effectively decrease the AF in the victim side.
To assess the proposed algorithm, we define serval criterions, we firstly define TN as the number of correctly identified DRDoS network flow samples, and FN, correspondingly, the number of samples which is normal, but incorrectly flagged DRDoS network flow ones. We let TP denote the amount of correctly identified normal users, and FP denotes the amount of samples which mistakenly flagged as normal network flow, but should be actually DDoS network flow samples.
1.
Detection Rate, DR. This value denotes the probability of the classifier identifies actual DDoS attack flow. DR is calculated as the number of true negative samples divides the sum of both true negative and false negative samples.
Missing Rate, MR. This value represents the probability of the classifier fails to identify actual DDoS attack flow. MR is calculated as the number of false negative samples divides the sum of both true negative and false negative samples.
3. False Alarm Rate, FAR. False alarm rate suggests that the probability of normal users are mistakenly flagged as attackers by the classifier. Correspondingly, it calculates as the number of false positive samples divides the sum of both true positive and false positive samples.
Experiment
Inside the nearly 1TB size WRCCDC 2018 dataset, the typical overall, including all unrelated packets, bandwidth is around 166 Mbps. We will mainly conduct following experiment to validate the method we proposed with DNS DRDoS.
1.
Directly inject response packets into the network to validate the differentiated service in the victim side. The bandwidth of our injected response packets is configured as b = (100, 200, 500, 1000) Mbps.
2.
Inject attacker's request packets to validate the detection method and differentiate service near the attacker side. If there is any DRDoS request packet passed through our detect method, corresponding response packet will be sent to the victim side. And the bandwidth of our injected request packets is configured as b = (1, 10, 20, 50, 100) Mbps. 3.
Inject both request packets and response packets into the network to validate the proposed method when deployed at any node in the network. The bandwidth of our injected response packets is configured as b r = (100, 200, 500, 1000) Mbps, and for the request packets, b s = (1, 10, 20, 50, 100) Mbps.
And we take another 30 s of normal network flow and 30 s of DRDoS attack flow, where the first 10 s contains only request packets, i.e., upstream, the following 10 s is consisted of response packets, i.e., downstream, and the final 10 s is mixed with both upstream and downstream. Then we compare the method we proposed to support vector machine (SVM), k nearest neighbor (kNN) and pure random forest approaches with the same dataset and experiment settings.
Experiment Result
The result of our experiment consists of two parts, the first part is DRDoS attack detection between these methods, and the second part demonstrates the DRDoS attack elimination rate of our proposed method. We will discuss the experimental results at the end of each part. DRDoS Attack Detection Comparison. We conduct various experiments and the representative results are gathered and illustrated in Figures 5-7 for comparison. The rest of the results are shown in Tables 1-6. conditions. It is obvious that the detection method we proposed can be adopted to different situations better than SVM and kNN classifier.
We noticed the relatively high value among false alarm rate and missing rate by SVM method, whereas the low accuracy on detecting real threats, this implied the existed disadvantages of the SVM algorithms: the SVM classifier is very sensitive to the missing values and kernel function, which may lead to errors in the actual use. When we are using the database from the real world, the SVM classifier would malfunctioning sometimes due to the missing of a value, which is quite common in big data environment. Besides, the traditional SVM didn't provide neither multi-classifier nor solution to the non-liner problems, this also contributed to the poor performance of the SVM classifier in our experiment. Although upcoming theories and implementations based on rough set provided the combinative SVM for multi-classifying, the time cost of training such classifiers goes up. Besides, the vector processed in an SVM depends on the size of samples, the memory and time a SVM take towards a large training set could be explode. In short, the traditional SVM classifiers may not meet the needs of host-based DRDoS attacks in big data environment. We noticed the relatively high value among false alarm rate and missing rate by SVM method, whereas the low accuracy on detecting real threats, this implied the existed disadvantages of the SVM algorithms: the SVM classifier is very sensitive to the missing values and kernel function, which may lead to errors in the actual use. When we are using the database from the real world, the SVM classifier would malfunctioning sometimes due to the missing of a value, which is quite common in big data environment. Besides, the traditional SVM didn't provide neither multi-classifier nor solution to the non-liner problems, this also contributed to the poor performance of the SVM classifier in our experiment. Although upcoming theories and implementations based on rough set provided the combinative SVM for multi-classifying, the time cost of training such classifiers goes up. Besides, the vector processed in an SVM depends on the size of samples, the memory and time a SVM take towards a large training set could be explode. In short, the traditional SVM classifiers may not meet the needs of host-based DRDoS attacks in big data environment. Among these experiment results, we could see that when given a short ∆t, all the methods shows a great detection rate. However, the missing rate of SVM approach is relatively high compared to HDTI and kNN means. And for HDTI and kNN, when given a fixed ∆t, the larger the upstream and downstream are, the better the detection rate is. But the false alarm rate of kNN are also getting larger and larger. When take this into real-world consideration, a higher false alarm rate is more likely to cause the service interruption for legitimated users. Although the detection rate of kNN approach reached 100 almost in all experiments, and it could indeed identify the DRDoS attack flow, the high false alarm rate would also cause service degradation or interruption. The HDTI approach we proposed shows relatively higher detection rate and lower false alarm rate, which could detect near all DRDoS attack flow without causing service interruption for legitimated users.
As the information shown above, we finished cross comparison with traditional SVM and kNN classification algorithms to test the efficiency and validity of the three methods under differentiated conditions. It is obvious that the detection method we proposed can be adopted to different situations better than SVM and kNN classifier.
We noticed the relatively high value among false alarm rate and missing rate by SVM method, whereas the low accuracy on detecting real threats, this implied the existed disadvantages of the SVM algorithms: the SVM classifier is very sensitive to the missing values and kernel function, which may lead to errors in the actual use. When we are using the database from the real world, the SVM classifier would malfunctioning sometimes due to the missing of a value, which is quite common in big data environment. Besides, the traditional SVM didn't provide neither multi-classifier nor solution to the non-liner problems, this also contributed to the poor performance of the SVM classifier in our experiment.
Although upcoming theories and implementations based on rough set provided the combinative SVM for multi-classifying, the time cost of training such classifiers goes up. Besides, the vector processed in an SVM depends on the size of samples, the memory and time a SVM take towards a large training set could be explode. In short, the traditional SVM classifiers may not meet the needs of host-based DRDoS attacks in big data environment.
The variety, velocity and volume in terms of the big data are all shown in the DRDoS attack. There are multiple vulnerable services that can be used to initiate a DRDoS attack, including but not limited to common services like DNS, NTP, BT-DHT and UPnP. We defined this kind of services as VSD. The detection model we proposed could easily adapt to different VSD for different network. As for the velocity, Attacker sends malicious VSD request at a very high speed to reflectors like DNS servers and IoT devices, and the accumulated response packets from distributed reflectors leads to even higher speed near the victim. Whereas the accumulated response packets also generate a large volume in the network. Given these features in the big data environment into consideration, the HDTI feature we designed and the detection method we proposed show higher detection rate, lower missing rate and false alarm rate compared to other detection methods.
DRDoS Attack Defense Comparison. The experiment results of our DRDoS attack defense method could be evaluated by the attack elimination rate, we conduct the experiment with ∆t = 0.1, and the results are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 , where the b r = 1000 and b q = 10 were set. in Figure 10 .
As we can see in the Figure 10 , after applied the method we proposed, the DRDoS attack flow could be reduced a lot in early, middle and post stages, which suggests that this method could be deployed at somewhere near the attack source, any internal node in the Internet, such as the router or switch in ISP, or deployed at the victim side. 
Real-World Experiment with Memcached Service
To demonstrate the method we proposed is effective and could adapt to other , we conducted a real-world experiment with Memcached service. In this experiment, we observed the DRDoS attack reached about 50,000 amplification. And after we deployed the detection and defense We could see that after applied the defense method we proposed, the DRDoS attack flow showed a gigantic drop, which suggests that the method is valid and could effectively relieve the network load for the intended victim, avoiding service degradation or denial of service for normal users as much as possible. And we illustrated the AER for ∆t = (0.1, 0.5, 1.0), b r = 1000 and b q = 10 in Figure 10 . 
To demonstrate the method we proposed is effective and could adapt to other , we conducted a real-world experiment with Memcached service. In this experiment, we observed the DRDoS attack reached about 50,000 amplification. And after we deployed the detection and defense As we can see in the Figure 10 , after applied the method we proposed, the DRDoS attack flow could be reduced a lot in early, middle and post stages, which suggests that this method could be deployed at somewhere near the attack source, any internal node in the Internet, such as the router or switch in ISP, or deployed at the victim side.
To demonstrate the method we proposed is effective and could adapt to other VSD, we conducted a real-world experiment with Memcached service. In this experiment, we observed the DRDoS attack reached about 50,000 amplification. And after we deployed the detection and defense models, the attack flow that reached the intended victim shows a gigantic drop, which suggested that the strong robustness and the flexibility of the method we proposed. To conduct this real-world experiment,
1.
We scan over literally the whole IPv4 address space for finding servers with TCP port 11211 opens, which is the default port of memcached service. This takes more than 15 hours on our machine. And we discovered more than 2 million servers opens TCP port 11211.
2.
Then we probe over the 2 million servers to filter out the server that actually runs the memcached service and responses to UDP requests. And we observed 1466 servers that could be used for initiating the memcached DRDoS attack, as shown in Figure 11 . 3.
In stage 3 we upload the payload to vulnerable servers, the payload is set to about 1 MB. And we actually could upload even larger payload to these servers, for example, 2 MB payload, so that the amplification would get almost doubled again.
4.
In this attack phase, we send UDP requests to these vulnerable servers for retrieving the payload with source IP spoofed as the intended victim. Then, at around 30th second, we deploy the method we proposed, we observed a huge drop of attack flow in the intended victim, as shown in Figure 12 .
machine. And we discovered more than 2 million servers opens TCP port 11211. 2. Then we probe over the 2 million servers to filter out the server that actually runs the memcached service and responses to UDP requests. And we observed 1466 servers that could be used for initiating the memcached DRDoS attack, as shown in Figure 11 . 3. In stage 3 we upload the payload to vulnerable servers, the payload is set to about 1 MB. And we actually could upload even larger payload to these servers, for example, 2 MB payload, so that the amplification would get almost doubled again. 4. In this attack phase, we send UDP requests to these vulnerable servers for retrieving the payload with source IP spoofed as the intended victim. The length of request UDP packet payload is 20 bytes, thus the amplification is 52,432.5 = , ,
for each request. And to avoid real DRDoS attack, we only send these fake requests to 20 vulnerable servers. Even through, this results in 104 Mbps peak and 90 Mbps average Memcached DRDoS attack flow. 5. Then, at around 30th second, we deploy the method we proposed, we observed a huge drop of attack flow in the intended victim, as shown in Figure 12 . As the result indicates, the proposed method could well generalize to other types of DRDoS with great performance on both detection and defense, which also proofs the robustness of this method. experiment, 1. We scan over literally the whole IPv4 address space for finding servers with TCP port 11211 opens, which is the default port of memcached service. This takes more than 15 hours on our machine. And we discovered more than 2 million servers opens TCP port 11211. 2. Then we probe over the 2 million servers to filter out the server that actually runs the memcached service and responses to UDP requests. And we observed 1466 servers that could be used for initiating the memcached DRDoS attack, as shown in Figure 11 . 3. In stage 3 we upload the payload to vulnerable servers, the payload is set to about 1 MB. And we actually could upload even larger payload to these servers, for example, 2 MB payload, so that the amplification would get almost doubled again. 4. In this attack phase, we send UDP requests to these vulnerable servers for retrieving the payload with source IP spoofed as the intended victim. The length of request UDP packet payload is 20 bytes, thus the amplification is 52,432.5 = , ,
for each request. And to avoid real DRDoS attack, we only send these fake requests to 20 vulnerable servers. Even through, this results in 104 Mbps peak and 90 Mbps average Memcached DRDoS attack flow. 5. Then, at around 30th second, we deploy the method we proposed, we observed a huge drop of attack flow in the intended victim, as shown in Figure 12 . As the result indicates, the proposed method could well generalize to other types of DRDoS with great performance on both detection and defense, which also proofs the robustness of this method. As the result indicates, the proposed method could well generalize to other types of DRDoS with great performance on both detection and defense, which also proofs the robustness of this method.
Conclusions and Future Direction
In this paper, we developed a novel method to detect and defense DRDoS attacks with increasing IoT devices in the big data environment. To the part of detecting threats, we analyzed the statistical features of the DRDoS request and response packets through nodes in the network, uniqueness ports, packet lengths, and IP information lied in them. By our new definition upon these processed and combined features, the host-based DRDoS threat index, HDTI, is proposed. The evaluation and experiments had been confirmed the validity, efficiency, and accuracy of our proposed detection method. With the high accessibilities applying to the nodes inside the modern network environment by the proposed method, we are confident to put the detection model and take the HDTI as the main factor in host-based detection scheme and the trigger of the defense method upcoming in this paper.
As for the DRDoS defense method we proposed, it builds the on top of a deep forest model, which consists of 1 XGBoost estimator, 2 random forest estimators and 2 extra trees estimators in each layer. Together with the differentiated service procedure, a highly effective defense method with low cost and false alarm rate or missing rate can be expected to be put into an actual environment for the test. The following experiments also proofed that the whole mechanism can stay on the expected accuracy dealing with data flow in high velocity and volume when processing in complicated situations with higher noise or distortion. More importantly, as our method is focusing on the most harmful and representative attack among different DDoS attacks, picking universal features which don't need to be sophisticating preprocessed, therefore our detection and defense method can be used against other kinds of DRDoS attacks on different layers in OSI.
Our upcoming tasks lie in the classification in the host-detection method, and the introduction of fusion-based detection and defense method. A universal evaluation of network status can be made by fusion-based methodology, with gathered information from the hosts, the macroscopic threat evaluating system by fusion of the cluster can be achieved afterward, which could optimize our proposed method in a new conventional mean.
